The Embroidery Bag

I made this Stitchery Project Bag. I had this tutorial on my old blog and decided to put a tutorial on this
blog as well.
Before I start describing on how I make a bag like this, I have to tell
you...I hate math, and I suck at it...so I don’t do math. I just
explain how I do it and I usually just “wing it”.

Step 1.

Okay, lets start. Think about what your bag should contain.
I wanted mine to fit my round stitchery hoop. So I went
through my kitchen and found a tray that was bigger then
the hoop. This was now my “pattern”.
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Step 2:

I used an old UFO stitchery pattern, for the front of the
bag. I did a log-cabin pattern around it to make it bigger, and then quilted it with a bit of batting.

Step 3:

To make the rest of the bag you need a piece of fabric
where you can fit at least 3 times the round pattern
and then a additional 20 inches.
Cut a piece that is bit enough for 3
times the round pattern and 6
inches. As I said I did not measure...I just took the pattern plus a
ruler:

Quilt this piece of fabric as well. I always quilt my fabric first
because it tends to change shape a bit after quilting. Cut out
the 3 pieces of the round pattern, just by drawing and cutting
with scissors. Then cut out a long piece that is about 6 inches
wide and cut it into the middle so you have 2 strips. (so these 3
circles and 2 strips of fabric are quilted.) NOTE: Don’t throw anything of you scraps of the quilted
fabric away.
They can be used later for scissor
keep and
other things.

Step 4.

I use zippers that are sold in yardage. They
are great, if you can find them ...buy them in
bulk...*s* This is the way I put the zipper in:
First put the zipper on the quilted fabric like
this: with the “zippers teeth” on the right
side of the fabric and facing down. Cut a
piece of un-quilted fabric that is also 6 inches
wide and cut in the middle (each strip is 3
inches).
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Put this on top of the zipper, so that the zipper gets in between the 2 fabrics.
Sew the zipper in . When you have sewn the zipper in. Turn the zipper right side out and quilt a seam just
under the zipper to keep it more in place. Put the zipper together now. You might notice that the sides are
not equal this is because the quilted part needs more space to turn. This is nothing to worry about. As I
said, I don’t measure, I just square things up later.

Step 5.

Attach a piece of fabric like on the picture below (this is
piece of quilted fabric and a normal piece of fabric on
the back. )This will be your “henge” to open close the
bag:

a

You should now have 3 circles of quilted fabrics, one
circle for the front with the stitchery and the zipper
part.

Step 6.

If you want to add pockets and things like
that inside your bag, you should do this now.
I made my scissor holder and the pincushion
by using the little leftovers you will get by
cutting out the circles. The pocket is made by
folding a big piece of fabric and just laying it
over a circle and cutting it even, leaving the fold at
the top.

Step 7.
Okay now the most important tip: You will have 4 circles
sew these together 2 by 2. If you do this together with the
pockets and everything you will have a easier time putting
the bag together, less pieces to keep track of later.
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Step 8.

Now it is time to put the bag together. Now you
take another look at the piece of fabric with the
zipper in and decide how wide you want to have
your bag. I cut mine 2 inches on each side of the zipper. Just start sewing around the circle by putting
the zipper part on. Important: Start sewing a small
piece from the edge. This will work like putting the
binding on. You need a piece of fabric to be loose to
be able stitch the ends together. Like this:

Step 9.

When you stitch the ends together sew a piece a fabric in so
you can hide the seam later like this:

Step 10.

When the all the parts are sewn together it should look
like this:

Step 11.
Now cut 2 pieces of binding big enough to reach around. and
sew it on. Now the bag is finished and you just sew the binding
down by hand.
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I hope you will enjoy making these bags. If you have any questions please
feel free to contact me!
Good Luck...Barbara

This is an original pattern made by: Pink and Barbara. On our website you
can find more information about quilts, bags, our blog, news and free patterns.
Please visit my website: www.pinkandbarbara.com
Copyright notice: This pattern may be used for personal use only. This pattern, items made from this pattern or any portion of pattern or item may not
be resold. This pattern may also not be distributed for free by any individual or shop without permission. Please be nice!
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